ANDHRA UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF DISTANCE EDUCATION

THE FOLLOWING IS THE PROVISIONAL LIST OF REGISTER NUMBERS OF SUCCESSFUL CANDIDATES OF THE M.B.A. Distance mode (3/3) FINAL YEAR EXAMINATIONS HELD IN APRIL 2013

PASSED IN FIRST CLASS
07MB00180 09MB00256 09MB00344

PASSED IN SECOND CLASS
08MB00419 08MB00583 08MB00795 09MB00028 09MB00112 09MB00113 09MB00172 09MB00189
09MB00267 09MB00305 09MB00430 09MB00440 09MB00464 09MB00470 09MB00538 09MB00594
09MB00624 09MB00698 09MB00713 09MB00774 09MB00775 09MB00806 09MB00808 09MB00812
09MB00831 09MB00845 09MB00848

PASSED IN THIRD CLASS
07MB00377 09MB00552

COMPLETED FINAL YEAR
08MB00364 08MB00791 09MB00399 09MB00448 09MB00471 09MB00475 09MB00480 09MB00603
09MB00679

THE FOLLOWING REGISTER NUMBERS RESULTS WILL BE ANNOUNCED LATER
NIL

THE FOLLOWING REGISTER NUMBERS RESULTS ARE WITHHELD
NIL

NOTE:
1. ANY COMPLAINT, REPRESENTATION, APPEAL, LEGAL SUIT FOR REDRESSAL OF EXAMINATION RELATED GRIEVANCE SHALL HAVE TO BE SUBMITTED WITHIN 90 (NINETY) DAYS FROM THE DATE OF THE PUBLICATION OF THE RESULT.

2. THE PROVISIONAL CERTIFICATES OF THE PASSED CANDIDATES WILL BE SENT ALONG WITH THEIR MARKS STATEMENTS WHO OWES NO DUES TO SCHOOL OF DISTANCE EDUCATION. THEY NEED NOT APPLY SEPARATELY.

3. HOWEVER, CANDIDATES WHO OWES DUES BY WAY OF TUTION FEE ETC., HAVE TO CLEAR THE SAME TO GET THEIR PROVISIONAL CERTIFICATES.

4. THE MARKS STATEMENTS OF THE CANDIDATES OF SCHOOL OF DISTANCE EDUCATION WILL BE SENT DIRECTLY TO THE CANDIDATES TO THE ADDRESSES FURNISHED.

5. DUPLICATE MARKS LISTS AND PROVISIONAL CERTIFICAE WILL NOT BE ISSUED WITHIN 30 (THIRTY) DAYS FROM THE DATE OF THE PUBLICATION OF THE RESULTS.

6. THE REQUISTION FORM FROM THE CANDIDATES FOR RE-VALUATION OF THEIR SCRIPTS SHALL BE ADDRESSED TO DEPUTY REGISTRAR (EXAMS), SCHOOL OF DISTANCE EDUCATION, ANDHRA UNIVERSITY, VISAKHAPATNAM AND REACH HIM WITHIN A PERIOD OF 30 (THIRTY) DAYS FROM THE DATE OF DESPATCH OF MARKS AFTER PUBLICATION OF THE RESULTS AT THE OFFICE OF THE SCHOOL OF DISTANCE EDUCATION.

7. THE CANDIDATES DESIRING REVALUATION OF THEIR VALUED ANSWER SCRIPTS ARE REQUIRED TO PUT IN THEIR REQUISITIONS ACCOMPANIED BY (I) A DEMAND DRAFT IN FAVOUR OF THE REGISTRAR ANDHRA UNIVERSITY,
VISAKHAPATNAM TOWARDS THE PRESCRIBED REEVALUATION FEE Rs.500/- (RUPEES FIVE HUNDRED ONLY) FOR EACH ANSWER SCRIPT AND (II) A SPECIMEN HANDWRITING.

8. THE CANDIDATES APPLYING FOR THE REEVALUATION OF THE VALUED ANSWER SCRIPTS NEED NOT COME TO THE OFFICE OF THE SCHOOL OF DISTANCE EDUCATION. THE RESULT OF THE REEVALUATION WILL BE INTIMATED TO THE CANDIDATES DIRECT.

9. THE REGISTERED CANDIDATES WHO WISH TO GET THE PHOTOCOPIES OF THEIR ANSWER SCRIPTS MAY DO SO, ON PAYMENT OF Rs. 800/- FOR EACH SCRIPT TO THE UNIVERSITY (BY WAY OF DD DRAWN IN FAVOUR OF THE REGISTRAR, ANDHRA UNIVERSITY PAYABLE AT VISAKHAPATNAM ON ANY NATIONALISED BANK), WITHIN 15 DAYS FROM THE DATE OF PUBLICATION OF THE RESULT (AS GIVEN AT THE END OF THIS RESULT SHEET) AND IF FURTHER THEY WISH TO GET REEVALUED THOSE ANSWER SCRIPTS, THEY MAY DO SO WITHIN 5 (FIVE) DAYS. FOR THIS PURPOSE, THEY MAY APPLY IN WRITING TO THE DIRECTOR, SCHOOL OF DISTANCE EDUCATION, AU, VSKP FURNISHING ALL THE REQUIRED PARTICULARS, NAME OF THE CANDIDATE, TITLE OF THE PAPER, YEAR OF DEGREE, i.e. I YEAR/II YEAR/III YEAR, DETAILS OF AMOUNT PAID @ Rs. 800/- FOR EACH ANSWER SCRIPT THE CANDIDATES WISHES TO GET, i.e. DD NUMBER, DATE, AMOUNT, NAME OF THE BANK, ETC. ADDRESS FOR COMMUNICATION MENTIONING THEIR CONTACT PHONE NUMBER, ETC.

(BY ORDER)

VISAKHAPATNAM
DATE: / /2013

(PROF. N. L. NARASIMHA RAO)
DIRECTOR

ENTD NO. E-IV/SDE/MBA/2013/DATED: /01/2013

DEPUTY REGISTRAR

COPIES TO
THE PRINCIPALS OF THE COLLEGES FOR THE EXAMINATION CENTRES OF THE SCHOOL OF DISTANCE EDUCATION
THE DEAN OF PG EXAMINATIONS
THE CONTROLLER OF EXAMINATIONS
THE ADDL. CONTROLLER OF EXAMINATIONS
THE SECRETARY TO VICE-CHANCELLOR
THE P.A. TO REGISTRAR
CO-ORDINATORS OF STUDY CENTRES MBA(SDE)